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PREFACE
.

The Meeting on Education-a.. within the ConteXti\of Fiftures
Studies was held at the Unesco Regional Office for Education in
Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok, from 2 to 8 November 1983. The
participating countries were Australia, India, Japan, Malaysia, New
'Zealand, Philippines, Republic.of Korea and Viet Nam. It was agreed
that because of the complexity of the issues and the small size of the
Meeting, the procedures should :operate as informally as possible.
Instead of a single Chairman and sikapporteur, different participants
shared these-tasks throughout the Meeting. The procedurelinvolved
discUssions of the national papers and the review paper. These were
used as bases for the identification of majok issues and decisions on
practical initiatives

.
to follow the Meeting. ,

, Purpose of the Meeting
$

The Meeting was opened informally by the Assistant Director-
General, ROEAP, Mr. Raja Roy Singh. Mr. Raja Roy Singh empha-
sized the importance of the Meeting and noted that its origin lay in
the expressed interest of member countries. He stressed particularly
the distinction between futures studies and two other approaches:'
future forecasting and 'utopianism'. Future forecasting involved`

largely quantitative fOrecasts in particular areas, including demo-
graphy, economics, for example. Utopianism proclaimed the desira-
bility of a 'particular style of future. Fqtures studies, on the other
hand, while it may use forecasting methods, makes use of qualitative
methods including intuition. It will certainly involve a consideratio(i
of what is' worthwhile for the future, in the establishment of a nexus
between pr&sent. and future, identifying issues and trends of signifi-
cance, clarifyihg values and deliberately seeking to increase the im-
portance of human decisions on the shape of the future. The primary
value of the exercise is not prediction so muc s the creation of
consciousness on matters of crucial concern for the ture of man.

Salient pointof Meting

The Natidnal Papers were distinctive and varied, but identified a
number of commonconcerns: lajor among these was the concern to

's
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Futures and education -.%

or

rnake societal ctioge, es i ecially --from science and technology, of
benefit to individuals and societies.jaken to ther, the papers Cepre-
seined a good coverage of techniques 'of social analysis, of identificil-

. 6011,0 values and goals and foeused`the resul of these on edUcatiori.
( The final concern was to ask hOW edUcat on might contribute to

411It futures..studies and how futures studies might affect edtort. This
was seen-- as 'an interaction- of considerable importance- 'ew
Paper- discussed these issues further, identifyidg. pot th
which emerged and also areas which needed Tiirthoi t t ion.

,
The Report continues ticonsiuer issues and likemes for the

region, as these appeared in the papersfor , were identified by later -%

discussions. A. key concern is on the values of futures ;,41ies, NV.Rzt
...

these might be and who will use them. Three broad grautmol values,
arc identified, the first being to identify p.ossibie. alternatives Or the
futive in order to enable desirable alternative to be emphasized and-
developed. The second is to build a capatity to recognize problems
and difficulties before they become too serious. The third is to assist
people and.organizat ions to become future-Oriented.

The use of forecasting techniques is considered briefly with the"
conclusion that current institutions can adequately carry this respon-
sibility. A higher priority is seen in developing deCailed implications
for Mutation. These included the changes and developments in
organization and structure, to take account of future possibilities
and a consideration of the interaction between political and educa-
tional sectors. Considerable thought was given .to the implications
of the dual 'concept of a 'global village' for the curriculum. This led
on to a consideration of resource implication's and, possibly the most
important element, the implications .for the many people involved,
teachers and the full range of educational personnel needed in%
complex support system. Under issues of implementation, these
ideas arepursued more carefully, and there is some thought given to
issues concerned withihe community and with technology.

On the final section, the Report isconcerned to answer two
questions. The first is,what can we learn from this current round of
studies and discussions? The second is what will APE1J) and its
members do, to carry I ward these initiatives? In the finial analysis
the success of the Meeting wirdepend on the outcomes in countrks
throughoul the region. It is In these futures,, separately and jointly;
that our endeavours and our hopes lie.

,



Chapter One
\

,4K
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY OF ALTER ATM

FUTURES

Background

it The Second MediuncTerm Plan of Unesco (1984-1989) has as a
3

Majo? Programme : flection on Word Problems and Future-Oriented
Stales', which is sed on the recognition of the need "stemming
from the carrying ottt" of future-oriented studies on world problems
to pursue educational activity designed to bring knowledge to indi-
viduals and communities, and to facilitate at those levels the changes
in attitude and behaviour required to deal with the problems identi-
fied by the studies".

, f
The Work Plan of APEID's Third Cycle includes "Co-operative

Studies, Reflections and Research Rethed to Educational Develop-
ment and Future Orientations". The inclusion of this programnie
area was the result of concerns expresseti by many member countries.
It is not sufficient for, education simprto respond to problems as
they occur. *There is a strong need to look ahead, to consider the
implications for our societies of social and technological changes and
to respond in ways which provide the maximum degree of inflUence
over the fut e. It is of little value to take extreme views: on the one
hand, to ignffle the impact of scientific and technological change; on
the other hand', to accept a technological 'determinism', assuming
that technology will define the. future for us. In the period ahead,
there are many major social objectives and values which each soci ty
would wish to maintain. It was the concern to take proper accou t
of thesesthat prompted the inclusion ein this programme area of th
emphasis on alternative futures.-,

/-Invitations to participants

Papers to synihesize and document studieslipn alternative
futures and their implications for education were iaited from eight
countries: Australia, India, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philip-
pines, Republic of "area, and Viet Nam. The papers themselves

1 9



Future's and education
Am*

provide a valuable resource. They indicate the thinking of each
country Iivrespect to the future, and in particular the part that
eddcation4could play. The papers also include a brief 'summary of.
significant writing, of pawricular relevance to the partiCult country.

As will be seen below4from the summarized forms; the papers
represent' a *aluable. ,variety of approaches. This is of course to be
expected, considering the range of situations, represented, varying in /
geography, in history and in culture. They are therefOre valuable
both for what is distinctive in the approaches and also fOr what is-
common. The 'distinctive elements may represent ymply a choice of
approach, for example, emphasizing the technical aspects of futures
forecasting, or they may represent the cultural distinctiveness of a
par.tular coinitry, for example

an
the writing of key national

thinkers as a means of defining an approach-The common elements
are equally valuable as they can represent what is universal in the
aspirations of people and countries, towards the future. For example,
a hope which occurs in many studies, in slightly differing phrases,
relates to becoming 'fully !moan'. It relates partly to the ambition

'that science and technology shotild be the servants of people, enrich-,
ing their lives, rather than the determining factor. It relates partly to
rho. hope for a more just, equitable and caring organization of society,
an organization directed to the fuller enrichment of humanlife.

The Review Paper commissioned by APEID was requested to
take note both of the distiwtive and the common .tfeatures of the
national papers. The paper analyses the issues in futures shidis to
emerge from the, national papers, including the value of such studies
approaches and techniques seen to be of use; and ways of using
futures studies. It continue 'y identifying major thrusts of the papers,
ideas and activities which.id be used as growth points and, also,
gaps in the studies, which woAild'requird further attention.sThe Review-
Paper concludes with the following words:

At this stage in the history of our region, in world histpry,
we still have a number of futures available to us. Some of
those futures arc disastrous,pthers offer opportunities for
fnller, more constructive, more satisfying lives for the peo-
ple of our region. To the extent that we fail to think and
act now,. the choices available to us will diminish and
become limited to destructive and violent posSibiliti?s. We

ti
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can all contribute to better solutions for a world in whi
our futureseare interdependent.

The point 9,f meeting- together is fot real interchange on these
issued. On rues of such importance, interchange does not always
mean agreement. What it can rnean'ist.,a greater understanding of and
respect for other. Stances, as well as many points on which views will N .
come closer together and may coincide.:. .

P
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Chapter Two

THE COUNTRY REPORTS

Preamble
.-

,-

Eight, national studies Were the basis for.-this Meeting., "Far rea-
sons,, of space, they cannot' be inckikci as total.reports..Nevehhciess
they ,constituted an".invalitabfr t'esohice for the Meeting and that
resource will still be.aVailable to continue the initiatives comMenced
here. It it important,, however, that th4 report should convey an im-
pression of -the vatie.. ty and emphase"Of the country papers.

. ..

. .
.- .. -

:

. To do this, a brief national summary statement is included for
each participating ,coubtry.. None Of 'these is a.precis of th cointry
paper; but a sununatized reaction, and in .no sense a substitute for
the paper itself. In view bf' the:hreadth of the grOundtovered, some
indication i. useful. of the .way in which the. Meeting envisaged the
major con pts of the diSscussions.and the stuiVs, education, and,

-
future. ,

, .

. Education is used in tife broad sertse as a process which conti-
nues e throughout life .-!--; *pit 'the mother's lap to the-grave'. It is a
press which takes place in a variety of settings: schools; the family;
the religious group; in personal interchange and experience, through
formal, informal and non-formal channels.

..,

The term future is not used in the sense-of a single entity. There
is not-a predetermined _And fixed future which will happen regardless
of our effort. The future is partly implicit' in the present but is also
subject to choice. The search fora more humane. future must there-
fore commence- with a critiqUe of the present, but will also need to

ktake
into account the possibility of change, iometimes predictable,

s:/inetitnes not so.

Education and development are mutually interdependent. The
former is not only a derived variable. It is a causative. element in the
system of interdependence and it interacts with other sectors in the
development process leading to the future.

412
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The country ,rvs- onses

The papei-s themselves, as indicated, are varied in form. The
Viet Nam Paper, ,Strategy of Educational DevelopMent for the Yea.

. 2002, is the production of a team of invitees, based on the National
Institute of Ecluca.tional Science.of Viet Nam. It was produced as a

"collection of papers from a symposium at the Institute. It is less con-
cerned with predictions than With-defining a strategy. This is done_ by
indicking governing principleOpsing them to define objectives and
p,roce4ding to,idenitify; firstly iMmediatef tasks and then; the., targets
for educatipal development for, the next two deCades. The collec-
tiCirl thus outlines both a philosophy of approach and a means of
Implementing, down to, considerable_ detail. A major requirement for
successful implementation is seen as -thepreparation' of suitable, per-
sorinel, with bpth the'commitment and the skills required.

.
- Tht Reptiblic of Korea Paper, Review of Literature on Alterna-

tive Futures' o rea and Techniques Used for Preparing Future
Scenarios summar. es ten major studies on alternative futures of
Korea. The papers summarized vary copsiderabty in nature, some

, being highly technical.manpower and population projections, others
being more philosophical in approach, deScribing and analysing social
possibilities. X: synthesis is then made of the ten papers and an
analysis is given of techniques used for preparing Suture scenarios.

%
!e Philippine Paper, The Philippines: Alternative Futures uses

two major studies as its sources. The first. is PREPF, Population,
Resources,'Environment and the Philipp Future. This was produced
by_a con5prtiUm of three institut 1. higher education and was

Aprimarily quantitative in charact ultim'ate result sought was.
, to determine what Philippine society. Id-be like in the Year 20

through a consideration of these tiftee-.coptribtAtory aspects. I' e
+' other study was different in character .but not in purpose: PTFC,

;-, The Philippines Into the Twenty-First Cen'turY. ft is collection of
7s..

individual papers developed between 1976 'and 1978, attempting to
). assess the current Philippine situation and tp indicate the kind of
'societ1/ it could become in the 21st century. It is a much mole nor-
mative statement, with clear indications of the values and positions
held.

°

The New Zealand Contributions consider historical and cprrent
activities in that country, both at national and regional levels.

The most signifi ant programme of future studies in New Zea.



Futures and education

land has been that of the New Zealand Commission for tI4 Future
wl-ich was established by the Government in 1978. During the few
years of its life, the Commission co-ordinated a wide programme of
research and consultation and directed its major efforts to raising the
level of public Itwareness. Their example encourand other agencies
to draw up alternativescenarros for their own future; th'e Canterbury
United ,CO'uncil (1983), for example,. has prepared a public discussion
document which sets out four possible futures in a first step towards
the identification ot a preferred development strategy for the Can-
terbury region. Other writers, including Cant (1983) have produced
individual perspectives on New Zealand's future. 'A comprehensive

-overview, with full 'bibliographic listings, is now being prepared by
Pickens, McDonald and Livingston of the New Zealand Couticil for
Pucational Research.

vb.

4,

Ya

The Malaysian Paper, A Study of the Probable Futures ofMalay-
sian Society in the Year 2000 and Their. Implications for Education
was produced by members ol the Faculty of Education, University
of Malaya. It was a study made specifically for this purpose and
involved obtain* the views of thirty Malaysians concerning alter-
native futures and their implications for education in Malaysia in the
year 2000. The thirty people Were chosen from a range of profes-
sions.and asked to respond under an approach called Ethnographic
Futures Research developed by Robeit Textor. Three broad scenarios
were developed,,a pessimistic scenario, an optimistic scenario, a most
probable scenario, and these were then used to achieve a plausibk
model for change. Implications for education were then developed.

'The Indian Paper, Education and the Future An Indian Per-
spective, was produced at the, National Institute of Educational
Planning and Administration.lt commences with a reflective analysis
of .education and the future. The seebnd part has a stronger empirical
errfphasis but also considers major Indian thinkerk, such as Tagore,
Gandhi and Nehru' sessing the current situationVnd the desirable
directions of future evelopment. It concludes with a broad view 'of
the social future and also of the Ways in Which education must help
both to form and prepare for the possibilities of that future.

The Japanese Paper, Review of Researches of Alternative
Futures and the Techniques of Preparing Future Scenarios, is the
most technically oriented paper. It deals with individual and -com-
prehensive forecasting methods, and gives detailed examples of some

6 14



The country responses

approaches. Under Individual 'Forecasting it covers: Exploratory
forecasting - trend extrapolation, . time series model, econometric
model, comparative interpolation 'rNormative forecasting systems
analysis, network method ie.g. PERT); Intuitive forecasting Delphi
method, cross-impact matrix method; and Feedback, including a
combination, of these approaches. Comprehensive Forecasting is
:onsidered as an approach which uses individual methods but supple-
ments their limitatiqns. Approaches mentioned are Scenarios, De-
velopmental Stages, Systematization of Sbcial Structure.

The Australian Paper, Futures and Education, made a survey of
relevant literature from Australian and, to a lesser extent, European
sources. It identified a considerable body of material and projects
but commented that most of these stopped at the stage of making
forecasts, and did not invplve substantiat follow-up discussions. The
paper. stressed the importance of clearly identified values statements
as a part of futures study, using the major justification of such
studies as their ,capacity to enlarge the area' and effect of human
choice in- shaping the future. It considered factors affecting the
nature of future forecasts: areas of continuing concern, -such as war,
areas of unpredictable change, such as technology, and stressed the
essential continuity, through change, of 'human characteristics. It
then went on to consider some of the possible lines of development
for the.future.

Each Of the papers included a substantial reference list and this
itself, as a total collection, will be of value to others who undertake

ti such studies. Of even more general use, is the annotated bibliography
of up to 10 significant publications included in each national paper.
This will compose a broadly based regional set of reference materials.

As important as the papers themselves is the process they
represent. The production has meant that each of the countries has ,

initiated a dialogue on issues of the future and that dialogue is likely
to continue. This is likely to assist towards a wider regional awareness
of the possibilities which are what we can identify- of the future. It
is likely also to lead to .a more activist approach, realizing that con-
derable freedom exists to make the future a -more - equitable -an
supportive time for our societies.

15
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Futures and edu-cation

Country responses

Australian response

a) The importance of identification of values

A strong need exists, not merely to forecast possible futures,
but to identify those aspects to be discouraged o encouraged.

It is easier to admit the importance of the future than it is to.
suggest appropriate ways of preparing for it. In one sense, we cannot
and should not merely prepare for it. To a.considerable degree we
need to be involvedas much in shaping the future as in attempting
to describe it., The future involves changes in demography, in econo7"4"-!--
rnk possibilities, in the use of resources, in political alignments; in
science and its applications, to mention only a few areas. The para-
meters of change in these areas are fixed to varying extents: in some,
the limitations are cossiderable, in others they scarcely exist. An
appropriate approach to the, future is a recognition of the limits of.
the possibilities in the areas of human interest apd a determination
to use these possibilities for the enhancement of the value of life.
It cannot then be an objective and scientific study, since It depends
heavily on our identification of basic values for human life ,,and
human society. There is a range of possible futures: in Iconomic
terms, in political terms, . The task of those confronting the future,
and it is a formidable one, is to clarify the limits of the possible, to

within these limits the 'probability of various alternatives and
w ii c taking account of the possible and the probable, work towatds
options which are at least acceptable and, if possible, desirable. In
the end, the justification for futures studies rests op their capacity to
enlarge the area and effect of human choice on the future.

b) Implications of futures studies for education
),)

The major significance for the regional study comes in the
identification of possible implications for education. Education is of
necessity future-oriented since its current students will be the deci-
sion-makers of the year 2000 and beyond. Those currently completing
secondary education will be entering the arena of major decision-
making on the national and international sceveaboT the year 1W90.
Those currently entsling primary school will be involvedl in a major

8



The country responses

way until at least 2040. This half century of human history will be
shaped, for good or' ill, by the nature of the education provided for
those now at school' t-low confident can we be that we are providing
the best 'possible foundation?

The various studies 'identified both continuing issues which
provide substantial focuses, for the future and the certainty of un
predictable changes of a discontinuous nature. The areas of *Mi-
nuing concern include the following: l'

National and Individual Security war, terrorism, violenCe,
crime.

Resources avlability, equity, -sharing, conserving, pre-
serving the environment.

Participation including economic equity,' sharin4 in deci-
sion making, in health, vocational choice, government,
education.

The areas of uripredictable change include the following. .

Technology. The _century has already seen revolutionary
changes in communications, transport, vocations, for exam-
ple, occurring thrqugh technology. These changes have
brought' subsequent'alterations in employment patterns, th:t,
use .6f leisure, health, housing. Me cannot predict either the
size or the nature of future changes, but we do know they
will occur, probably at an increasing rate.

Life Style. Technological and other changes have radically
affected life-style. The most obvious change is a result of
poptlation ;growth and the associated changes in health,
welfare, housing, urbanization and transport.
Politics. Again this century has seen unprecedented changes;
Elie end of some forms of colonialism, new nations, new
groupings of nations, new forms of national 6id interna-
tional government, major international rivalries and major

----internationld co-operation. Again we cannot predict the
changes of the future. Yet we need to be prepared to meet
a variety of possibilities: k

3
n values will remain as. crucial

In each of the studies, the centrality of human values is stressed
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and) the importance of the recaignition of the enduring nature of
worthwhile values appears glearly, especially in the eattext of predic-
table and unpredictable problems and changes. This realization is
crucial'. to the response of education, which remains at heart a moral-
ly-based process.

The future issues considered so far have involved ones which
will persist and also tihanges of an unpredictable type. This May
exaggerate the effect df external factors in contrast to the elements
of human' personality which will remain as crucial. Important as.are
the issues Of technology and the economy they are less important
than the choices people make about them.

harry Broudy in the book Education 105-2000, (Hippie, 1974)
emphasized the continuity of human characteristies even...in the
pressures of rapid technological change. He pointed (Alt the enduring
nature of the main features of human personality: imagination and a
sense of morality. Ile stressed the continuity of psychological moti-
vations: love, hale, 'on.: He pointed out that while surface
manifestations changed that the sense of morality still involved
the same features: temperance, courage, loyalty, truthfulness, inte-
grity, . Mankind's desire for 'self-realization and self-integration'
also were seen as remaining constant.

The importance and the continuity of human characteristics set
special proMems and opportunities for education. It is clear that the
complex technological, politkal and social factors that we haVe con-

sidered need to be comprehended in a way which makes them Tore
a matter for human choice and less a matter of unconsidered change.
In' the preparation for rational and moral choices, educatitim could
play a key role.

c) Tentative guidelines for future work

The folldwing points are made as a basis for discussion, and arc
based on the presented papers.

i) The future pursuitof the technical aspect of futures fore-
, casting and of its methodology is not a major priority for.

APEID. While it is profitable for specialized institutions in
the member gauntries to pursue such issues where they have
an established expertise, the main thrust ofAPEID's activity
should be in the use of existing wail( and procedutei:

10 1 8:



The country responses
.

to continue with the identifiCatiOn of issue's and
chays in science and technology, in work patterns,
in soci#11 organization and values which arc of impor-
tance to6education;

to concentrate on tile organizational and procedural
responses appropriate frOm education 'to meet currently
agreed .purpdses and to maintain an evaluation of both
purposes and processes.

-

ii) The base of the process of futures consideration needs to be
widened. There are many 'bodie; and individuals identified
in the region involved in futures studies. Most ..of these
activities end at the stage of defining probable. and/Or
desirable scenarios. It seems essential that a ider base is
sought for such discussions if there is to be support for
longer-time activity. A major problem for governments is
to4)btain the interest of their people in longer-term issues.
The temptation is to concentrate on immediate .problems
and immediate sokitions, even where these are detrimental
or unhelpful in the long run. A major role of educational
institutions in APEID metliber countries may well be to
broaden and deepen the base of discussions on future acti-
vities. It seems likely that major changes in attitude and
social organization will need to be made in our societies to.
protect worthwhile values from 'being eroded, almost unin:
tentionally and accidentally, in the course of changes in
such areas as science and technology where we.fal to follow

the implications.

iii) Our education institutions need to strengthen their own
capacity for forward planning. It is of little use advising
others to be. more future-oriented, when our institutions
seem to be oriented almost entirely to the solution of
'today's problems (or even yesterday's) but have neither the
stiCictinetio-rifie-prcediiressuited to forward planning..

This involve a detailed Ind careful consideration of
the roles required for people in our education institutions
and of the ways we prepare. them.

The possibility that education will imple ent an ap-
proach of the sort outlined here depends p>Ly on the

I Ik
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degree of urgency/felt About the current situation and partly
on the establishment of a suitable and continuing organiza-
tional form to implemengt and monitor change. -

iv) A key element in the respon e of education to this situation
is a rethinking of the basic hase of compulsory edutation;
with particular emphasis on the secondary stape.

Two aspects are-important in le.veloping an adequate Concept
of. what is 'basic' in a general education for all. Pre-eminent in these
are the expectations held by a democratic society for its citizens. It
expects them to undertake the full responsibilities of citizenship:
voting intelligently; taking an interest in political issues, understanding
and supporting the legal system, taking responsibilities within the
cbmmunity. It expects them to undertake vocational responsibilities:
preparing themselves for .employment, making areer choices at ap-
propriate times, developing apPropriate kills and attitudes. It ekpects-
them to develop as individuals: having sense of self-respect, making
appropriate decisions on health, accept' g the legitimate rights of
others, respecting others and participting effectively witll then},
having a ralige of cultural interests, developing a' consistent, opera-'
tional and acceptable moral code. Thisl is a formidable' Hit but it
erepresents an appropriate concept of citizenship in a demob-atie.
society. Further, it may be a necessary 'condition for the survival of
democratic society. As we have seen, the world societies have to
make difficult choices in a variety of complex areas: technological
development, ecological cVnservation, resource development and
distribution, social justice, worldoeace. Democratic governmeths
have to make decisions in these an other interrelated areas. To do
so, they need the agreementpra substantial majority of,their citizens.
The need to make decisions of long-term benefit which may imply
short-term deprivation is on which all governments find difficult.

,..,

Democratic governments can 'expect to do sct, only through a well-
informed and internationally benevolent electorate.

The second aspect with respect to What is basic concerns the
possibilities made available by tech.nol,ogy.

'These begin with relatively simple developments such as calcula-
tors. With these a wide (range of arithmetical skills performed with
complete accuracy becomes available to all: the implication of this
availability is4at an underitanding of ho'w to use such computation

12 ,20
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becomes move important. Similarly information is now available
from more sources than the priest, the teacher, the parent, and
printed papers. Theie is a flood of information, via radio and televi-
sion and through recordings of many topics. What becomes impor-
tant is the capacity to assess. the value of information, to judge its'.
relevance, to use it effecti4ly and efficiently in making decisio9s.
The computer opens up still further levels of possibilities: in provi-
ding access to information, throughout the world, in storing and
analysing information, in solving problems. In this area as in the
others, a capacity for performing immense quantities of lower-level
skills places an increased valve on higher-level skills, on affective,
aesthetic and moral decisions which can only be made by humans.

onclusions

Onc clear message .emerges among others from the studies. It,

is thfs:-despite the wide variations and differences in social, cultural,
economic, political and religious patterns, it is meaninKul for our
area to speak of a regional response to the challenge of the future. In
fact, it may well be that to maintain what is most precious in our
individual heritages that we must learn to study, to plan and to work

together in new and constructive ways. These individual studies have
pointed the way.; It is to be hoped that this meeting will lead us in a
constructive; dialogue towardea better future.

2. Indian response

a) The study ¶)f alternative futures calls for, to begin with, a.
future- oriented view d the futile as.welfas of education.

Alternative futures are internally consistent lystems of possibi-
40Ces. It f011ows that though only one of.thesesystems would finally

get actualized and therefore there would be o e and not many
a

t futures, this future in the siigular is not pre-deter e. and fixed,
descending on mankind with a fatalistic inevitability aga. sti which
we can at best develop an early warning system as in the ase 1. a

typhoon or an earthquake. Ting singular, ever-receding, elusiv utu-re
is faslCrned by societal decisions in an ambience of freedom as a

_cognizable necessity. It is being continuously moulded and oul-
ded in the crucible" of time through a series of presents, w rein
iunumerable choices are .made by the.homo sapiens between sys ns
of interdependent possibilities. The fut re itself is .destined to

. -, , .. ., t
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becvme the present and merge in the ocean of time as an element of
the past. The future merges with the pttst through the present, and
the past moves towards the future through the present, The search
for a humane future must therefore, of necessity. commence with a
humane critique 014ge present.

Education is the ability to abstract nIliversals of varying orders
from the specifics of social experience, 1Tat- systematize them into a
hierarchy of intellectual constructs and to impart them to the newer
generation so as to enable it to build upon*.s heritage and continue
the task of f 4rther abstraction and of humanization . of making
man more m n. Education is increasingly becoming a continuing
process stretched over the entitt life span of man from the mo-
filer's lap to thi grave. It is being made available through formal,
informal and n-on-formal channels through the textbook, grand-
mother's tales, folklore and the rising sun.

Education and other asp%tstilof societal trotsfonnationtdwards
future arc mutually interdependent. The former is not a dorived

variable but shotiald be considered to be an essential element in the
system .01. interdependencies \Which continuously interacts with other c,

eleNctits of the systen1 leading s69iety'tthrough the corridors of time
inter the portalirof the ilture.

b) . The ellitcation e-for will play such art all - pervasive vole in
world of tomorrow to the extent that isable to respond ,

adequately and 'prope y rst, lb' the pressuKes being exogenously
exected on it by the diepe i ig.coutrAlictions.between man and non-
human nature as Oellffs et een the urOty of the globe and the frig-
mentatio of the .worl an' second,,to the tresses and strains being
generated ndigenously with n:Itself by the sharpening contradictions
between tr dition and moitierkity, between integration and specializa-
tion, as wel as between work and knowledge.

i) Education of the future mulct restore theprimeval unity of
man and nature at the ualitatively higher level, of the eco-
system, and get rooted itgain in the monist view ,of reality
which had beets lost in the, mad rush to conquer nature
generated within the profi syndromes, of class iocietiest-

( The eco-sy em provides the closest conceptual appro4ma-
tion\ to the integrated complexity of objective reality and,
n4, therefore, serve as the basis for the most relevant
ideology for the twenty-first century. 1/4

14
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ii) Education of the future has to, prepare the social psyche
for the globalization of society, on the at)e hand, and its
differentiation on the other. It has to come to terms with
the 'specific without becoming parochial, philistine and
mundane; and with the universal without tbecoming other-
worldly, ethereal and "divine". It would become human and
humane, the conscience of mankind; smelling the earth and

pr

.yet gazing into the stars,

iii) Education of the future must contribute to the resolution
of the contradiction between the inte.grati n of the 'globe
and its fragmentation.' The fracture in the Li an condition
brought about by the hammer strokes of i ustrial capita-
lism must be healed in the interest of not only those who
have been at the receiving end but for mankind as a whole.
Educational policies must be intrinsically intertwined with

. the basic structural changes without which the new interna-
tional order would remain just anideal dream. It must clean
deterministic cobwebs which posit that poverty is nature's
gift and the deprived must learn to live with it as with na-
tural catastrophes. It must correct the perspectives of those
who search solace in th spurious spirituality of povery as
well as those who seek eaning and" purpose at the consu-
merist courjrs of affl ence. Education of the future must
combine the sophistication of the city with the earthiness
of the village and thus restore the rural-urban continuum in
the living style of mankind.

iv) Education Of the future in a hopefully more equal world
willlace the challenge of import substitution in the field of
educational endeavour on the basis of rejecting Nth fossi-
lized tradition and rootless modernity and of the moderni-
zation of self-reliant national traditions themselves.

v) An important internal force of self urtieulation within the
autonomy of the educational realm relates to the knowledge
expldsion. Since the humanising task of education essential-
ly lies in passing on the accuiqulated social experience of
mankind to the newer generation aitd since knowledge is the
abstraction of this experience, the accelerating expansion of
the knowledge realni hts serious implications for education.
The invention of writing, the movable type and the compu-

.
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/ter maxi( three quantum jumps in the expansion of know-
ledge. As malty titles are produced in a day now as were in a
whole year during the fifteenth' century; and perhaps in the
dole of the first millennia..The 'increase in the load of the
learner as weliasin the rigour of learning calls for a fresh
look on pedagogic -theory and practice. Just as the produc-
tion processes were fragmented in the wake of the industrial
revolution inter smaller and smaller units on -grounds of
"efficiency", knowledge was also broken up into fragments
for analytical purposes. The vital search for the Multi-
splendoured knowledge of the multi-faceted reality quite
often tended to degenerate into the soulless technical exer-
cise by the alienated. The scientific-technological revolution
of our times is generating a qualitatively different model of
the learning process which emphasiies the nomathetic rather
than the ideographic, the holistic rather than the fragmen-
ted. The encyclopaedic holism of ancient and medieval
learning was transformed by the industrial revolution into .

its opposite, that is, into fragmented units of knowledge.
The latter is once again being transformed into its opposite.
by the scientific-technological revolution and its primeval
unity is being restored, alheit at a higher level. The.educa-
tion of the future will.be required to build the intellectual
milieu for such a restoration. There are indications that this
would be done in the follOwing ways.

First, there would be greater emphasis on knowing rather than
on the known, on how to know rather than on what to know.

. .
Logic --- both quantitative and evalitative .would acquire a re-
eminent position in the educational endeavour as it embodies ''he
finest abstraction from

k
the concrete and the terra incognita is explor-

ed with its help. It may be noted that the ratio of the area that is
known to that which is known to be unknown remains constant. In
other words, every knowing is at the same time a not-knowing. The
answer to one question generates ten questiOns that-clamour for
answers. Such a model of the expanding realm of knowledge calls
for an educational system which essentially sharpens the tools of
knowing.

Second, there would be greater emphasis on the generic rather
than the specific. It would become ppssible to encompass the ex-
panding universe of knowledge by basing pedagogy not on the IJ
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minutac of &talk(' information units but on unifying intellectual
constructs, of a higher kder.Nendeleyr's periodic tables make the
"load" of chemistry on the learner substantially lighter.

I

Third, there would be greater emptasis on holistic princip4:,s
of organization of knowledge. the chronological and the chorolo-
gical principles. The realm of matter in motion which man_ cognizes
through social practice exists, in a time-space continuum. Time and
space constitute the. principal forms of the existence of- material
phenomena; and are, therefore, as objective as matter itself. If that,
which is, exists iiCa space-time continuum, its proper understanding
not only requires thr disaggregation of the totality into aspects for
deeper study but also its in terms of the two elements
of the continuum. Thus alone would the products of cognition
from primary perceptions to the most complex intellectual col-
structS get systematized proftriy and adequately..Academic "dis-

I CiplineS" , the resultants of the first of the two processes, concern
themselves with segments or facets of the multi-dimensional reality.
The second of these processes has led to the emergence in the world
of knowledge not only of two "disciplines" in thenarrow.sense of an
organized body of knowledig but alsb as the embodiment of two
complementary principles of the organization of. knowledge of that
which exists and can only exist in a time -space continuum the
disciplines of I listory and Geography. That which studies variations
and 'Interco mections essentially along the time scale is History; that
which stu les variations and interconnections essentially along the
space scale is Geography.

-

Fourth, there would. be greater emphasis on multi-and inter-
disciplinary approaches. Like the seven blind men, the aspectual
disciplines focus their attention on limited segments and tend to
get a distorted view not only of the whole but of that segment is
well. This realization has influenced the educational endeavours of
our times quite profoundly. It has led, firstly, to the strengthening
of the common base of general education in the schools; secondly, to
the combining of the princirrOf disciplinary specialization with that
of inter= disciplinary concerns; thirdly, to the emergence-of binomial
disciplines along disciplinary borders e.g., Chemical Physics or His-
torical Demography; fourthly, to the diffusion of concepts from the
source discipline to others, e.g. of gravity from Physics to migration
studitK iii Demography and commodity flows analysis in Economics

17
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and Geography; and lastly, to the sharpening of the philosophical
concerns in all disciplines particularly in the hard sciences.

vi) Education will have to get strongly rooted in war in order
to 1)c/come the education of 'the future. It has to help man
transcend his animality and at the "san4 time protect him
from degenerating into mindless robots.

3. Japanese response

a) From the point of view of identifying possible alternatives
for the future, the only experience of post-war Japan that truly
deserves the name of future study is the 1960s manpower forecasting.
(It goes without saying that the first and the most fa - reaching future
.study Of modern Japan was that done by the leaders of the Meiji Res-
toration, but this is excluded from the present report.) It hail a close
connection with national economic planning such as double income
policy, which was the guiding principle of Japan in h60s, and could
derive a considerable support from the business and political leaders
and also. from other wider circles, cbnsequently succeeding in draw-
ing more money for education. But people's educational aspirations
far surpassed the target goals set by manpower forecasting. ,(The
paper by Prof. Ushiogi in the main report depicts a catastrophic
"oversupply" of university students, which he forecasts will continue
for another decade). This cleavage has, so far been 'resolved, after all,
by the dual structure of Japan's educational system the public
sector whicll has been and still can be more susceptible to manpower
approach and the private sector which has managed anyhow to res-
pond to ever-growing educational demand in 1960s- 1970s,

All in all, manpower foreCasting of the 1960s succeeded rriost-in
pli'Ong the role of lobbyist, aria substantially in supplying the much
needed scientific and technical. manpower, but definitely not in being
the guiding principle of educational 'policy in general, contrary to its
own intention. However, we yet do not have future studies that are
more worthy' Of being so called than martlf)ower planning of the 1960s.
Major economic and social plans:have been made since then without
taking education into consideration as an important independent
variable. A paper which is included in the main report and which was

z excerpted from a report by the Economic Planning Agency is one
such example, and a publication by the same agency listed at N%7 of
the annotated 'bibliography is still- another example much More to
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the point. This book, named "National Life -in the 21st Century",
briefly touches in Chapter 4 upon the future- picture of Japan's
education. But the images stated there (diversification of education
and reformation of social education and school education, for
instance) are based _upon the Delphi manipulation of educationists'
opinions, and accordingly still remain an expression of their longings
for a desirable change bf education which are hoped for from a desi-
rable change of economy. and social life.

b) As for the b\4 ding of an "early warning system", we have
failed fatally. Educational policy priority is now forced to be put on
the solution of problems such as "leisure centre" universities, a steady

.

increase of dropout rate at the tire1/4r secondary schools, involuntary
attendance and violence at the jun or high schools caused kly children
being unable to keep up with the lessons, so-called "examination hell"
supposedly brought about by the -credential society and so on, all of
which are the aftermath of"1960s expansion. These problems were
predicted by some people, but most of their watnings were based
primarily not on the induction from an empirical s dy of education
and -society but on-an-ideological -opposition To- he ruling party's'
policy. So, their critical 'comments could not persuade the general
population beyond a certain limited circle. To build an "early warning
system"' that works efficiently, it is urgently needed to base our
judgement on a firm knowledge about the systematic interaction
between education and society. .

c) The above stated failure is deeply related to the difficulty
we now 14ve in achieving the third task. In Japan, there has been a .

sharp cleavage and conflict between the ruling party (LDP) and the
opposition parties (JSP and JCP above all) on these issues about the ,

fundamental values in education, the deshlble content and curricu=
lum of education, the ascription of the final responsibility of educa-
tional policy and so on. These fundamental ideologicA conflicts have
long hindered the development of groups of academics and researchers
with future-oriented and problem solving- oriented minds, and have
delayed, the formation of appropriately oriented intellectual circles
from a broad spectrum of disciplinei. This might have been the cost
of maintaining democracy in Japanese style, but the very formation
of intellectual circles of tiiis kind may be able to bring aboUt some
change in the political situation. ,

t9
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4 4. Malaysian response

The setting

As Malaysia moves into the 1980s, it will face:

a) Economil. problems

i) World economic recession leading to low capital formation;

ii) implementation of the New Economic Policy bringing in
its wake:

'
intensification of economic competition on an inter-

, ethnic ba'sis, 71
increase in gOvernment control and interference in
economic enterprises,

intra-ethnic competition on the economic front; and

iii) Enhanced employmerit opportunitiesinthe-fiVeetrfarili
technological innovation mechanisation and computerisa-
6011. .

b) Political issues
E

ti-

Since decisions the political elit taken, more often
than not, to create an immediate and a favourable impact
on the people, they ate less concerned with long-term
consequences of their decisions;/

ii) Communal politics will be intensified as the sense of in-
security and distrust between the various communities
increases;

iii) Authoritarian rather than liberal .leadership is. anticipated
the opposition will remain a force that is weak; and

iv) Reconciling demands on an intra-ethnic and inter-ethnic
- hasis.

c) Sotial and cultural problems #

i) Breakdown of traditional values and religious beliefs as a
consequence of rapid modernization;

ii) , Greater polarisation of people on, communal, religious,
social and 'cultural bases;

L.4J
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iii) Population density of major cities will have increased w
outstrip any increase in services and facilities;

Environmental problems will arise from urbanization and
industrialization programmes; and

v) Formatibn of the nuclear rather than thetx tended farnily
structure.

iv)

Alternative futures

Three alternative futures are projected:

a) Optimistic scenario. It is one which is not quite the best
that can occur but is highly desirable. The depicted
events are within the realm of the possible, and proposi-
tions are positive and assertive in nature. .

b) Pessimistic scenario. It is one which is not quite the worst

c) Most piobable scenario. It is the scenario most likely to
occur.

Implications for education 41

a) National integration

i) Implementation of Bahasa Malaysia as a common
medium of instruction and communication; and

$ ii) Encouragement to learn a second language in the ver-
nacular or European tongue to bitild a learning socie-
ty.

b) Education, equity and efficiency

i) Implies the democratization of educational opportu-,
nities and the eradication of inequities in access to
education at all levels regardless of socio-economic
status, ethnicity and sex; and

H) The education system will have to increase its efficien-
cy in the delivery of education services through

"decentralization of the curriculum, change in the fu-
ture .and metho of instruction to etfhance learning

de-emphast ing orientation towards examina-,

tions, professional training and non-formal education.
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c) Education and econoinic productiyity

i) A learning society will enhance work performance;
t, General education will precede specialization at the

tertiary level and through on-the-job or in-ieruice
training; and

iii) The Look East Policy is perceived as another source
of innovation to require desirable work ethics,nd%

. w technological skills,. ( ,.
d) Education and socio-cultural values *

i) Education is one of thecprixnary agencies of socializa-
tion; and

ii) Ejiucational institutions and mass media will provide
enrichment programmes which lead to a greater ap-
preciation or music, fine arts and other aspects of our

5. New Zealand response

The setting

As New Zealand moves towards the twenty-first century, it will
face;

a) Economic problems relating 'to energy production and
consumption, and employment opportunities; and

b) The need for bureaucratic changes at the central and local
community level.

Alternative futures

. Three- alternative futures have been envisaged for the country.
These are:

a) An industrialized urban soyiety characterized by high con-
.

sumption and dependencion international' trade;

b) An industrialized state operating within the world system
but with the emphasis on self-reliance; and

c) A self-sliffiCiene and than community-bas4 society
characterized by low consfit4tion.

15,1
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tImplications for eduction .

1periding on- the choice of alternative futures, education will
. perform the following functions:

4.

a) In an industrialized urban society characterized by high
constrption, the education system is to equip people with
the necessary skills to maximise high technological ad-
vancement;

b) Tp achieve an industrialized society with the emphasis on
self-reliance, education provided will inculcatt self-reliance
op the part of individuals and small commonities; and

c) In attaining a self-sufficient but .small community-based
society characterized by low consumption, the role of
education is to emphasize self-reliance, enhance communi-
cation between individuals 'in and outside schools, colleg6

Lion.
VV

To achieve these educational objectives the suggestion- ismade
that the central government:

a) Increase employment opportunities and restructure the
link between education, full-time employment and part-
time work;

,b) Alter present emphasis of curriculum so thit it will not
only prepare individuals for work but also for maximum
utilization of leisure( hours; and

C) Maintain a balance between formal and non formal educa-
tion.

ims

6. Philippine response

Within the Izist ,decade there have been twomajor studies of
the Philippine future.

a) Population, Resources, Environment and the Philippine Future
(PREPF) projections suggest the following:

i) Whatevets nature, that future Will occur in the context
of a global situation, in which the United States of Ameri-
ca and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will con-

s
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tinue to be the major protagonists. In Asia, Japan will be-
come a major influence in the economic, political and mi-
litary telations of the region. Likewise China is expected
to play an increasingly important role. Small cc9Intries
like the Philippines may seek a non-aligned position or, at'
the very least, maintain some distance from these powers
in of a conflict. For the Philippines, this may be
a dif ult objective, in light of the American bases on its
territory' and the dominaht inauence of the United States
and Japan on its economy.

ii) In the year 2000, the population is expected to reach
more than 79,000,000, and the economy will maintain its

s quasi:capitalist structure. The stress on export-orientation
is also likely to continue,rith attempts to develop in an
agro-industrial direction.

iii The educational future is forecast in terms of numbers:
How many school age youngsters are e*pected to be in
school by the year 2000? How many types of educated'
labonr- would -be needed by -this-type-of- economy? -How
mich wotild such edikation cost?

v) The implicit theoretical premise of such educational
.forecasting is human capital formation:

The Philippines into the twenty -firs century, (PTFC)

i) Although the same geopolitical world and regional situ
tion is anticipated by PTFC, this study envisions a socialist
policy and economy with a strong nationalist orientar.

ii) this orientation carries over to education which will aim
to educate and train Filipinos whose first commitment iS
to their country.

iii) Such structural changes imply changes in education:

It ay be inferred that the changes comtemplated for education
in the t my -first century include:

A stronger emphasis-on equity as art objective. In this con-
nection, the scenario also itates

We have avoiped the mistake of pursuing the myth of
absolute equality. This is valid only for our basic nelids.

24 32
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There must be dintellectual contingent who can serve
the people with their minds. Equality lies not in abolishing
the intelligentsia but in equalizing access to membership in
that group,

Bask education for all that emphasizes: the devtOpment of
citizens who serve with intelligence instead of blind
obedience,

The &schooling of job training,

Dramatic alterations in educational structures, involVing
considerable debureaucratization,

Teachers who are considered very importantland whose
education is continuous. Mobile mini-colleges of educa-
tion which can reach teachers in the hinter-lands are part
bf this scheine,

The curriculum would include the study of major contem-
porary problems; environmental pollution and degrada-
tion, population, appropriate technology and the like. It

:follows that scientifk. inquiryvid research, experiments,,
field study, simulation, group approaches would be part-of
teaching/learning methodologies,

tLess emphasis on tests and examinations and more on
performance as a 1c77krion for evaluating learning,

In fact, there would, be a .stronfremphasis on leyning
rather than on grade's, certificates, credentials etc. This
would be an attempt to reduce- the "diploma disease",
which is one adverse result Ofrnansplanted school system,

The use of,. modules and ihe mass media for appropriate
portions of subject matte viz., arithmetical operations,
complicated experiments, to be shoWn on TV which permit
close-ups without the dangers of observer eilirct,

A conijnunication system within education that is fast,
vertical as well as lateral, with emphasis on feed-back from
the grass-rots,

A national language of instruction at all levels; the study of
international languages, primarily English, and others, viz.,

iSpanish and Southeast Asian languages,

A deliberate orientation towards natipnalism and decolo-

25.\ I,
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nization, including the development of truly Filipino
literature and art, -

A vigorous policy of equalizing educational opportunity,
including the elimination of spurious distinctions between
Formal and non- formal education.

This vision of education is ambitious in scope and-nature; it is
consistent with a basically egalitarian policy and a people- oriented
economy.

7. Republic of Korea response

a) A possible korea in .the 2000s

Korea in the 2000s is forecast to be, economically, a post-
industrial society wheie the tertiary industries are emphasized. The
society whl be kchieved with the strong support of highly developed
science and technologies. Information technology and automation
will be the main characteristics of science and techriology develop-
ments and the entire mode of life is expected to be affected. Social-
ly, Population 'growth still be a most serious problem, but ii is
a general ,expectation that people will be supported by. various
welfare policies such as expanded social security, health and nutri-
tion and equitable distribution systems. These future scenarios are
strongly influenced by the political power and direction which will
expect to move forward to i pluralistic democraor under the situa-
tion of balanced:Modernization. This kind of Kotean society will be
achieved satisfactorily, depending on the successful solution of pro-
blems to be confronted such as resource depletion, pollution of
nature, food shortage, and other internal pathological trends.

b) . Educational implications

i) It is a. critical finding that in all social aspects the huma-
nization of people is commonly requested as the first and the most
crucial condition to accomplish a preferable fuiture Korea. The man
with this key characteristic is idealized as the " htImanized person".
The humanized person still needs to be equipped with some other
characteristics,in both the personality and skill aspects.

The firm sense of identity and morality, independence and crea-
tivity, integrity and open-mindedness, and future-orientation and
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adaptability arc most important wersonality characteristics; while
basic knowledge and skills in sciece. and technology and in living
and career aspects are required in skills and knowledge aspects.
Furthermoye, the humanized person is expected to be a generalist
first and then he can be professionalized when necessary in a. voca-
tional perspective.

ii) .For building this kind of ideal person, "education for all"
cannot but be a goal inevitably accepted and the .the entire popula-
tion ought to be taught for their survival in and con %ibution to the
changing society. This goal is expected to be, accomplished through
providing innovative education programmes for early childhood,
for youth acts- adults, for collekand university graduates, and for
the disachkinfaged and the handicappeO.

"Education as a life-long process" is another inevitab -equire-
ment for all citizens not only for their second and careers but
also for keeping them updattid on nevi development and changes. .

It is crucial to integrate home education and sociilfeducation into
the total education..systein._and._then .early. childhood-education-at
home needs to by reoriented and all social 'orgitnizationS are to be'
social education institutions. The key priliciple in life-long education'
is that all citizens willbe involved in "learning how to learn ".

Education for the Humanized person, education NI- all avid
lifelong education are conceptualized as needed for the future socie-
ty.

iii) In order to develop this future citizen, "excellence in
education" is urged for individual learners, for schools and colleges,
and for the society. All individual learners ar requested and assist=
ed to work to the limits of their capabilities an schools and colleges
are expected to encourage all individuals to reach high prescribed
standards. The society is also asked to prepare people through
education to respond to rapid changes.

iv) The construction of "a learning society" is anothelm-
portant request for educational reformation- in close linkage with
life-long education. This calls for people to commit themselves to
a set of values and to a system of education which enables all mem-
bers to have opportunity to extend their capacity to the fullest. It
is also crucial not only for contributing to career goals but also for
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enhancing the quality of life in general. In the learning society, all,
kinds of environments are to be the learning materials and situations.

8. Viet Nam response

a) Viet Nam in the year 2000

The Socialist Republic of Viet Nam with a population of 55
million people is a developing country just efnerging from 30 years of
war. It covers an area of 330,000 square kilometres with a long coast
line and is rich in resources.

The,two following strategy asks have been agreed:

i) To build socialism successfully to bring a spiritually and
materially happy life to all people in the country;

ii) To firmly defend the Viet Nam fatherland.

These two tasks are closely linked with each other.

.Educatlonal tasks

i) Effective education of the young generation. Since the
continuous education of the child frOm a new born baby to an adult
is essentially significant in forming his socialist personality, we
undertake, step by step, to involve the whole society in the educa-
tion of children, so that every child may enjoy equal access to educa-
tion irrespective of his own family, race and locality background.

ii) Universalizatign of education. Everyone's equal right to
education is ensured and educational development for ethnic minori-

ties is another priority.

iii) The training of a work force in harmony with labour
distribution in socialist large scale production. The importance of
vocational education, which aims; at turning out enough skilled -
technical workers and qualified technicians, is stressed: At the-same
time, due attention is paid to the training of managerial, scientific,
technical and other professional cadres.

The model of .socialist educational systems in Viet Nam in the
new stage is:

Young burl education (fro-m birth to 6 years old),
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General education: 9-year basic general education plus 3-
year secondary education (from 6 to 18 years old),
-Specialized edycation: vocation schools for training
technical workers and middle level specialized schools for
training middle-level technical cadres,

Higher education; universities and colleges,

Complementary education and in-servicetraining.
This new system is a network of ordinary schools and in- service

training schools.

iv) In the immediate- ture, an attempt will he made to
achievee compulsory '9-yeareduc on for children, preparing them
for the subsequent education: eith eneral secondary education
schools, vocational schools, middle -1 el specialized schools or
vocational classei. The new yducational system has not only a net-
work of schools relevant to the national andlocal structure but also
'many appropriate types cof. schools and learning forms to provide
lifelong education to the working people. More attention is to be
-paid-to:schools. for talented 'and haridiCiiiiped Children".

v) The educational content and method is oriented to im-
prove the quality of comprehensive and vocational education,
reflecting the soqal progress and scientific and technological achieve-
ments; to develop the students' creativeness, intelligence, talent and
activeness; and to co-ordinate the educational ,thter-actions among
the school, family and society...

vi) Since !teachers and educational personnel constitute the
main force in eidueation and interact with children, they should be
kind-hearted, qiiialified, socialist-minded and love their ,occupation
and students. The teacher educators should also have the above
qualities and accordingly the system of teacher training colleges
should be reformed. At the same time, spiritual:sand material in-
centives should be properly provided.

vii) It is necessary for a broad mass movement to participate
in building new types of schools. It involves both the:struggle against

Concepts and backward organizational forms;and the entirely
new construction in education in. order to promote .educitional
tradition and make use of advanced educational ,experience in Wet
Nam.
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Some implications of the strategy for educational development

i) The objectives of general education are not only to prepare
a labour force for the country as well as for each region but also to
contribute to the laying of cultural foundations of the nation and
the all-round development of the personality of the learners who
come to terms with themselves, and interact with society and nature
in the service of man, so as to realize three-fold educational objec-
tive, i.e. attainment of individual hapRiness, social good, place in the
wort and mankind's, progress. Educational strategies .should be in
keep ng with the people's traditional thirst for knowledge and should
make meaningful application of the experience of other countries.

ii) Education is the objective and at the same time the means
of economic development. To invest in education means to invest in
the economy in advance. The development of education and the
development of the economy are mutually dependent. The educa-
tional sector responds to manpower demands of the ecog1/4omy in

such a manner that the gap is narrowed between the city and the
countryside, between agriculture and industry, lietween physical and-

rn-entall' labour,

iii) Both quality and quantity should be given adequate weight
in educational development. The movement for universalization of
primary education should not sidetrack the concern for the training
of qualified specialists and experts.

iv) Learning should go hand in hand with practice: education
should be combined with production; and the school should be link-

ed with the community. This should be done with d view to develop
the whole educational process, by integrating the educational process
conducted inside the school with that of the out-of-school process,
the educational process conducted at schools with that condticted
within the family; and educational processes with life and work..

r.

v) The school is t only. ariducational institution but is
the centre for the cult al life o the community.- It provides the
science and technolo s as well as requisite manpower for the
local community.

vi) It is the task (+the national government to balance educa-
tional development in smaller units like the 500 districts in Viet
Nam, which should in their turn oversee similar balancing at the
country and village level.



Chapter Three

ISSUES AND THEMES FOR THE REGION

The Value of. futures .stuffs

Three types of worthwhile purposes.Were seen as achievable in
futures studies:

1. Identifying possible alternatives for the future,
in order to enable the desirable alternatives

to be emphasized and developed

The future does not exist, as such. Some features of it are
shaped by existing factors, e.g. some aspects of demography, but
more features remain open and subject to alteration. A fundamental
purpose of futures studies Is to enable us to make the maximum
cdntri but tion towards shapirg -the future:- ;, --

Implicit in this approach is the importance of goal-setting, of
the need to state clearly the values we hold about human life and
human society. Seen in this context, a major purpose of these stddies
is to enable us, from our identification of possibilities, to move
towards the desirable ones, in terms of agreed and stated values.
Such an approach will involve us in a critique of the present, a
situational analysis.

We need to provide continuous means of checking on the
feasibility, worth and achievement of our goals, if an approach like
this is to be realistic. Otherwise we risk operating in an unreal world,
where aiths and objectives are statements of pious hope and have no
continuing link with reality.

2. Building a policy development capacity to identify and
analyse future opportunities and dangers,, so that many

problems can be avoided and positive policies developed

There is a tendency in many of our organizations toA react to
problems after they have occurred. To some extent, this is inevitable
as not all ptssibilities can be identified. However, the effects of the
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happening of some problems are so severe that the possibility needs
to be avoided at all Ars. Still et he r problems, if foreseen, can be
averted or avoided with far less damaging effects than trying to.
remed them after they have occurred. fiefuture-oriented sapproach
encourages such a way of working and organizing, in contrast to
adopting a purely reactive mode, Education is not determined by
economic and technological factors but must be an interactive
process, taking account but also influencing.

3. Assisting people and organizations to become more
flexible and future-oriented, so that both the capacity

and the will exist to respond to identified needs

It is of little value to be able to determine policies of long-
term value if the political will to implement them does not exist.
This political will has at least two aspects. Firstly advisers to politi-
cal figures must have the capacity to analyse tnds and indicate
clearly the short-term and long-term benefits and difficulties.
Frequently this will mean the dcve 'lopment of an organization
capacity to -look ahead, a capacity for policy developmen.t4_well as.._
the more usual one of problem- solving. Educational organizations
are often lacking heie.

Secondly, politicians will need to have a sense of public support
'or their actions if they are to pursue long-term goals.'This implies
an education programme to make people' more generally aware not
only of scientific and technological issues, but of their social and
moral implications. The move to an 'information-based society' can
take many forms, some of them highly undesirable. It ca*ot be im-
proved by turning away from technological change but by making
that change subject to the requirements of a society in which all its
members are valued.

The Role of forecasting techniques in futures studies'

The Meeting did not spend substantial time on the discussion
of techniques of forecasting. This is not because of any feeling of a
lack of importance. In fact, a specific request for Japan was that
they might cover this area in theft- national paper. It features to
different degrees in other national papers.

We feel it is important, however, to distinguish clearly between
I
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futures studies and the predictive exercises necessarily involved in
.plantning. Futurology, as a predictive study, has come under criticism
consistently, as bas prospective planning, because its predictions have
rarely, if ever, been accurate. Futures studies are not involved in
predicting A future, but in diientangling future possibilities and
relatin them to agreed values. It uses predictions (and the associated
tcchn: esr to the extent they are helpful in determining the im-
plicati s of a particular group, of issues, socfal, technological,
scientific, political 9r economic.lt may be of value more in prevent-
ing the occurrence of certain futures than in making accurate predic-
tions. .c.,

There is another important sense in which futures studies is not
concerned too strongly with predictions. It is involvedaas much, or
more, in shaping thf future as it is in predicting its form. Techniques,
quantitative, social analysis, ,demogrphic, economic, etc. are all of
relevance but in a strictly subordinatepense.

For the purpose of the present initiative, it was general-
ly felt that' the priority did not lie in the further development and
study of predictive techniques. ,.These are the proper domain of
specialized institutions and our analysis indicated that this area of
study was proceeding satisfactorily. APEID's .priorities were seen

Amore as the following: -1

to continue with the identification of social and personal
patterns and changes which are important to education;.

1to concentrate attention ,on the impact that education
might have on those patterns and changes, anti the re-

7sponses in purpose, organization and procas which may
help towards a better ft4Vre for individuals ancl society.

s---
, '`'''

Implications for educe on

1. Organizations and structures

If education is to 'play an effectivt role in achieving the futures
that are desired, 'then it is essential to develop educational organiza.. ,

tions and structures so that they will facilitate rgher than hinder
changes necessary for the realization of our objectives. It becomes.
necessary, for instance, to devekip ,organizations, and structures
which have the capacity to monitor social, economic, political,

*NurouNb
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cultifraVtintt'tecaltrgtcattNanyerthatinteract with education and
hence affeCt educationA outcomes. The following considerations are
suggested:

a) To ensure that human resources are able _to meet the
challenges arising from changes in qe various sectors, it
appears to bean advantage if the staff is interdisciplinary
in orientation and approach.

b) There is the need for the staff to keep abreast with the
latest developments. One of N the means to do so is the
organization, of seminars, conferences, workshops, f9rums
and brainstorming sessions which provide an arena for the
exchange of ideas, and discussion of problems and their'

4solutions. Also, .staff should be encouraged to participate
in similar activities and prograinmes which are organiZed
by sectors other than education.

Participation in joint programmes and Projects which are
related to education is an activity which will permit inter-' e
action toetwetn the educational, political, economic and
technologkcal sectors..

Staff members are to be given the opportunity-to route,
in terms of postings, within and outside the educational
sector. The interchange of staff for an adequate period
time and at different/levels (national/regional) and points
oftimes(Pre-service/in;service) ensures an all-round ext
ppsure,

kesearch, to be effective and meaningful, needs be pro-
blem--solving and future-oriented. Often, research orts
tend to be either descriptive "6r prescriptive in nature,
with limited practical, applications. Certainly; we need 4r
-cadre of people who are =imbued with the rightattitudesItand-expertise to teach an4trafh youngsters so that -their

Norientaiion is towards problem-solving, policy formulation.'
and the futures.

_ cic rr lit

f) A data bank seems necessary to ensure the colltio'n of
information which enables, for example, the identification
of solutions to common problems exp ienced in educa-
tional systems other than one's'o

c)

(

e

5
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Various types of research techniques can be experimented
with, including those which are derived from other did-

iciplines. There s also the necessity to direct efforts toward
integration of research findings.

To enhance effectiveness in operation, there is a place for
the estAblAment of lifikagesImiween_educators, scholars
and industrialists. The Institute of Democratic Education
of Japan is but one example of:a private circle of aeademi-
clans from various diiciplines and includes mass media
specialists. Its membership represents people with diverse
intert(sts but sharing common aims. In this instance, the
invisible college approach' is adopted to increase the
effectiveness of the education system.

The establishment of a chanhel of.communicatiOn which
will allow continuous dialogue between existing organiza-
tions inimd ()Aside the iducatiOn sector.

Above all, people them"selves need to be future- oriented so
that they have the skills and capacities to cope with the
predictable as well as the unpredictable. The future must
be consciously thought of and in the information era,
assumptions made in the past may no longer be relevant to
the solution of-problems inmthe future.

2. 'Interaction between political and edupational sectors

Thy .realization of alteinative futures will necessitate greater
and more meaningful interaction between politicians and educators.
It is a fact of life that edtication, more often than ,not, tends to
becbme a poliWal football, particularly in developing societies. We
suggest that:

A close rapport between politicians and educators is desira-
ble. In practice, educators are inclined to, think that politi-
cians are not sufficiently .sritipathetic to and understand-

, ing of. ,their problems. Politicians perceive educators as
theoreticians Wt-lose solutions to issues Are insufficiently
practical for adoption. Given these perceptions, we may
need to develop a language ,of communication arid mode
of opCration that 011 enhance the relationshiplietween
politicians and educators. 4
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h) Conflict in terms of educational policies and issues remains
inevitable between members of the government and the
opposition. Whatever these conflicts may be, it is,the role
of educators to indicate the future consequences of polky
decisions, anticipate future problems and begin the design
of alternative solutions so that politicians have more

c) To enhance the achievement of prescribed educational
goals, we need a two-way communication process between
the policy makers and those at the grass-roots level. Facni-
ties should be provided foil thesollection, analysis, utiliza-
tion and evaluation of data on the implementation of
activities and programmes. This will enable both educators
and politicians to modify strategies and goals in line with
the ever changing political, social; economic and technolo-
gical environments. Through feedback and `feedforward',
th evaluation process serves as an early warning system.
Ed a rs need to win the hearts and commitments of
polit ans and the people if education is to help create
the futures which society needs and desires.

3. The curriculum

Curriculum general framework "The Global Village"

The /general framework for curriculum in the future world is
organized around the theme of preparation for life in the "global
village"; we will live together in an interdependent world but we
must each find our identity in face-to-face communities in which
we are recognized as individuals. The concept of the global village
was used by the Meeting in a 'special sense, as a shorthand for the
variety of memberships available to people: tkom the world society,
increasingly interdependent to regions, nations, provinces, and ft) the
closest neighbourhood person-to-person grouping. It recognizes that
present development proCesses are leading to a less stable global
ecosystem and more severe inequalities at the national and global
scales. In this context we must work to restore 'the integrity of
the global ecosystem and the wholeness of the human personality.
Each person must be equipped to be a part of the global community,
a part of local face-to-face community and confident of his or her k.
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special identity. The discussion of the general framework is organized
under three heaklings;.

a) *dilation. The global village will be a world where there
is less paid and for,mal work and an increasing quantity of electronic,
informatioh. Education should help us to achieve the transition to
this World and help us to live more effectively in it. To make this
transition, we must deal first with increasing inequalities and make
the biological and social adjustments associated with new technolo-
gies. Our survival and t-omfott as a global community and as indivi-
kluals within this Community will require more caring, a greater
awareness of our own personal and cultural identitytand a wider
range of opportunities for personal development.

b) ',Curriculum goals. Equallnphasis will be given to, thinking,
feeling, doing,.and being. The following goals are listed:

i) critical thinking; '

ii) value clarification and formulation;

iii) the ability to select, access, evaluate and integrate informa-
tion for our own needs;

iv) better decision-making (as individuals, as small communi-
ties, as nations, as a global community);

v) co-operation;

vi) communication (to communicate feelings and information,
to -be able to listen as well as speak, to send information
as well as receive information);

vii) self-awareness (awareness of one's self as a persort, and as
a part of a group with its own special identity within the
large global village);

viii) creativity (being able to exercise a wide range of abilities in
an original and creative way); and

ix) aesthetic appreciation.

c) Responses. The curriculum must take into account five
aspects of educigion:

i) information and knowledge;

ii) skills (iit luding computer skills, skills and analysis, skills
of proble -solving both as individuals and as groups);

486
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iii) feelings and emotion); -

iv) values; #,nd

v) identity and self-awareness.
0

The curriculummust restore the unity of people and the
natural world (It must be holistic).

The' curriculum must strengthen the. awareness 1 both of
cultural distinctiveness and of the the unity of mankind
and must emphasise that inequalities, intra-national and
international, seriously threaten harmony.

Thipurriculum must provide opportunity for feelings and
emotions to be recognized, developed and understood.

The curriculum must recognize the importance of world
peace as a necessary condition for human survival.

The curriculum must provide opportunity for people to
work together in groups (solving problems, recognizing
each other's needs and feelings, encouraging each other's
creativity).

-44/1

Thel,emphasis in the curriculum for the global village ivill,be on
"learning how to learn" so. that education is a lifelong process. To ,

achieve this, there must be greater use of community resources and
stronger linkages between the world for formal education and the

to, life and activities of the community. Each of us must be equipped to
continue learning for ourselves and to continue learning with others.

The curriculum 'instructional methods

This section is also organized under three headings:

a) Approaches Thinking for tomorrow . . .

i) Evaluating alternative futures and being open to alternative
futures

ii) Global village curriculum

(which prepares us for the "global" and the "village")

iii) Better choices

(made on the basis of kpowledge, intuitions, feelings and values)

iv) Interdisciplinary approach

A
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(involving team teaching, individual and, group learning, school and
community co-operation).

b) The emphases -

The emphases stt ould he,on the process of learning as well as the.

Futures study should be seen as a form of value clarification.
All studies should develop an awareness of the future consequences
of lout actions and decisions.

c) Methods to be used

Some of the methods stand in sharp contrast to e ch other.
They should, however, be seen as complementary a n designing
curriculum should be carefully balanced. 'There should he:

i) self-paced and individualized learn. ing programmes;

ii) criticalkmalysis,, listening and viewing skills as related to
multi-media;

iii) group learning which involves a team approach to problem
solving and assists individuals to identify, respect and
affirm the special contributions made by others;

iv) utilization of distance learning; and

v) utilization of the resouvrces available in family, neighbou -

hood and community.

The methods used will be directed to specific tasks and current
understandings but must provide skiVoLlifelong leaning.

4. Resources f6r futures education

Some existing resources will continue, - The new technological
resources will,be available and some .traditt nal resources may be
recovered.

a) For classroruse

The book will eoptinuf to Ilike a major resource for classroom
athd:individualitudy. In addition tolboki; audio cassettes, videota-
pes, snaps, charts, gAmes and materials will continue to be important
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but will need to be oriented to future needs and new instructional
methods.

The computer technologies will provide more rapid access to
much greater quantities of information and will become more widely
available in schools, homes and libniries. As the information 'explo-
sion continues, we will increasingly reach the situation where stu-
dents have access to as much or more information than their
teachers. Part of education will be directed to the skills needed to
access and process information through computers.

In situations where access to information is impersonal an4
electronic, there will be a need to re-establish contact with people
and contact with the natural and built environment. Members of
the community and the outside world in the vicinity of the school
will be an important resource.

b) For in-service training

Conference and study group facilities will be needed, complete
with audio-visual information retrieval and written materials. Direc-
tories of global futures and examples of educational materials for
future education will be needed. Consultants and facilities will be
required and training programmes will need to be integrated and
co-ordinated by means of national and regional networks.

5. Personhel for futures education

Futures education will make new demands for personnel in the
formal education sector and require the development of appropriate
per-sonnel to support the efforts of individuals, families, and com-
munity 'groups in the informal and non-formal sectors.

Education in the future will follow a greater diversity of pat-'1:(
terns and will need to be supported by a greater range of specialists.
The central person will, however, be the professional who works with
individual pupils and groups' or classes of pupils to design and co-
ordinate the lerning programme. As the amount ofe' leCtronicinfor-
mation increases, the amount of formal teacher instruction will
dimiAish. The role of the teacher in the formal education programme
will .shift from that of instructor towards that of facilitator. Secon-
dary. teachers, for example, will ,need. to develop inter-personal
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skills similar to those of their colleagues in pre-school educatand
learn to work as part of resource team which will include librarians
and audio-visual technicians.

. Community groups and organizations will play an increasing
role in informal education and will look to the formal education
system for support and resources rather than direction and control.
In this situation a new type of professional with skills similar to the
"animateur" insure in the cultural sector or the "detached commu-
nity worker" in the community development sector will be required.

Further discussion on the need for persopnel is contained in
the section on Preparation of Persjinnel. That section deals largely
with teachers, but recent studies 'by APEID have emphasized the
need for changed roles and new forms of preparation for such
diverse groups as: teacher educators, curriculum specialists, coun-
sellors, principals, community liaison, educational administrators.
It is clear that the change's in organization and process, linked with
the societal changes we have discussed, pose radically new opportuni-
ties in the areas identified. The APEID Workshop of 1982 on Social
Change and Training of Educational Personnel is a relevant docu-
ment. A forthcoming Occasional Paper of ACEID covers this same
important area.

Issues of implementation

v 1. The role of dile teacher

How will studie; of the future affect the role of the teacher?
The projections and anticipated problems in these studies suggest
that the teacher of the future will perform expanded functions and
new roles not associated with conventional conceptkons of the
teacher's mirk. The world of the future will be one in which there is
a global system of communication and information of tremendous
scope and richness of detail. It will also be a world of rapid technolo-
gical and social change, one.in which the teacher herself will not only
have to make the necessary adjustments but also prepare the students.
to become citizen3s of that world. It is clear that the teacher will
require new knowledge, skills and attitudes to be effective in a future
characterized by inter-connected social- problems and increasing
interdependence among nations. The teacher will have to develop
greater sensitivity and responsiveness to the problems of living and
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-frac-Wing' Ili iiiiiiiiiii situation the individual will
still grapple with problems of survival, on the one hand, and entire
societies will have to learn the art of collective survival, on the other.
The teacher will surely have to deal with this and yet transcend it
because mere survival does not suffice; it survival as a human race
that is at issue.

Fundamental to effectiveness as a teacher is atrawareness of
the major problems confronting society-and the world at large. Such
awareness must include a more sophisticated level of knowledge
than contemporary teachers possess. Rapid social change, technolo-
gical advancel, the continuing threat of war, the dangers or nuclear
Weapons, unabated population growth, the degradation of the envi,
ronment, pollutiOn, a world-wide communication System that may
result in' info.rmation overload or even mist ormationN-- these arc
some of the issues with which to becot ainiliar, not to mention
the disruptions in social relations, consequent ea-tliese problems.
At the same. time teachers should not lose sight o f the main purpose
of their work: to enhance the humanity of their charges. .

..
The teacher and technology

The teacher of the future needs to be more technologically
adept and knowleggeable; particularly with respect to computers and
other. equipment, supportive of educational efforts. Computer litera-
cy will facilitate the organization and presentation of inforMation,
accelerate the pace of learning and relieve her of hitertp tedious
tasks. Computers and other audio-visual and 4lectronic aids will also
facilitate the teaching-learning process. If used wisely and imagina-
tively they can help make learning an engaging rather than a mono-
tonous activity.

The teacher and research

Research is the foundation of knowledge and if she is to keep
up with developments in the fields ol teaching, the teacher must be
able to work with researchers on educational problems. Moreover
the teacher should identify significant research problems, understand
the results of research, and develop some adequate level of research
literacy. This is not to say that she will have to conduct sophisticated
research, tut the chtssroom, school and community do present
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opportunities for action research. The important point is that teach,
ing that is informed by pertinent research findings and which in-
cludes the intelligent application .tresearch results will be calleng-
ing and relevNt.,,,,,._ L'MF

The teacher and the community

Another important dimension of the teacher's work is her role
in the community. While she may not be actively engaged in com-
munity development she.tan support non-formal education program-
mes by way of her extensive knowledge of community resources and
local culture. She can identify local experts, skilled 'craftsmen and
artists whose work may be developed into a cottage industry or at
least, income producing activities. The teacher can advise new pro-
fessional workers on the cultural norms and ,values that the com-
munity prizes and thus help them avoid mistakes in dealing with the
people. She can coinsel youth and adults about opportunities' for
employment and self-employment, about trftining programmes that
may enhance such opportunities-. Through such activities, the link
between education and work can be revitalized, giving it a positive
reality.

The teacher in the school

But the paramount work of the teacher will still Ile in the
school.

Here, however, the focus is on helping students develop self-
directed, life-long 'learning skills, encouraging them to think critical-
ly, to make inte 'gent decisions, to think creatively and imagina-
tively. This kind o

N
teaching will not be easy; it is radically different

from the prescriptive, information-transmitting role of the traditional
teacher.

The teacher will need support services and to know'how to tap
a wide range of resources for this type of teaching. She will be open
to questions from learners not currently occurringgin the ordinary
classroom. Who are the people in the community who 'can assist in
helping pupils learn? How will she handle the great amount of in-
formation available? Should the teacher process such information
alone or in conjunction with the students? These are not idle ques-
tions, they involve the very nature of the learning process and the
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intuitive wisdoin. of great pedagogy. How to identify creativity an
develop sit? There are no pat answers to these questions, but they
suggest that teaching can become a creative, challenging enterprise.

The foregoing are the anticipated roles of future teachers. They
entail the continuing education of teachers throughout their career,
atr,education that will obviously include new content and practices,
and even require a radical -restructuring of the pattern of teacher
education itself.

2. Political leaders, policy-makers and bureaucracy
.

The issues and changes needed in educatiojtvill entail changes
makersin policy. Therefore political leaders and policy akers need to be

informed about curient and anticipated educational problems and
proposals for policy changes: This is not easy, given that some gov-
ernments tend to prescribe policy with minimal consultation with
educators and the concerned public. It is up to educators to mediate
these matters, to open line f communication between .them and
political leaders and the aucracy; and between them and the
people whom education seeks to serve.

Bureaucracies may need to consider decentralization and other
measures' designed to involve people at the local level in decision
making. This would widen the distribution Of the sources of educa-
tional authority and make education more responsive to the .needs
of the people. Strengthening links with the people will . enable
educational organizations to avoid the rigidity resulting from exces-
sive bureaucratic procedures and remoteness from reality.

3. Community

It is equally important that the individual retains a sense of
community and personal identity in the global society. Even as a
world citizen, there is a need for a special cultural identity. In
light of the technological and cultural dominanc4I deriving from
aggressive marketing systems, the maintenance of this unique iden-
tity will be increasinglrifroblematic. The point is that in the world
of the future each person. will haye to identify with several layers of
increasingly larger social groups: the family, community, the nation,
the global society. But personal cultural identity is the core of the
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self, although this sense of self develops fronfinteraction with other
selves in themmediate cultural milieu.

That Cultural milieu contains' luable elements worth preserv;
ing, viz., certain values such as co-, eration and sharing, instead of
untrammeled competition, giving, rather ,than. receiving, pursuing
life-sustaining activities instead of lethal-ones. Local cultures also
include native systems of learning in the family and community
which teachers may find valuable. They involve alternating periods
of actual work, study and play, a pattern which schools of the
future may find valuable in restructurinjeducatioti. Active engage-
ment with work should -:not -be separated from the intellectual
activities of study. There is ;a need for new models OT education
and the village may well contain useful cues for developing such
models.

4. Leisare and employment

With such supportileservices as computers and other h
ware, teachers as well as students and people in general may ve
more leisure time available. Moreover the present scarcity em-
ployment opportunities may extend into the indeterminate, future.
Perhaps conceptions of employment should be revised such that
the individual's life, cycle in the future will consist of alternating
pesiods- of work, service to the community,, study and recreational
activity. lIow%Ler, leisure spent in mindless absorption of trivial,
alienating entrainment brought by-electronic media should be
eschewed in favour of communiity "activities that reinforce social
commitment and the sense of community. Local history, folk lore,
folk songsl indigenous drama, local arts should be collected and
encouraged to develop. These me cultural forms through which the
people can express themselves through images that symbolize their
aspirations to become masters of their own destiiiy.
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Chapter Four

CURRENT. LEARNINGS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

What have we learnt? What can we do?

The present- exercise has provided a diversity of experience iri
working with the futures studies carried out in eight countries of
the Asia and Pacific region. In some cases futures studies have been
carried out by agencies with an on=going mandate and as a result,

4the studies have been cumulative in their impact. In other cases,
futures studies have been ad hoc, unco-ordinated and non-cumula-
tive. The studies evaluated have, with very few exceptions, dravih
unevenly on the range of pertinent disciplines. Many, forexdmple,
hive involved forward projections,of current trends and have lacked
a depth of historical awareness which-would recognize the continui-
ties' and discontinuities that have distinguished previous development
experiences. Most have dealt in detail with aspects that can be quan-
tified and assigned money values; few shave attempted to give sub-
stantial attention to other aspects of human existence.

a.
There .is also great variation in the manner in which futures

studies have contributed to planning and decision-making at the na-
tional or sub-national level. +In many cases future t udies have been
detached from the government agencies which locate national
resources and make decisions which have' a direct impadt on people's
lives. The faCt that some future organizati?,ns have had their budgets
cut and their mandate terminated hwy reflect their inability to .
provide effective and relevant inputs. taylanning andpoficy.making.

\Most futures
-

studies. organizations. have acknowledged the
.

importance of education but few. have made the effort to initiate or
continue dialogue with educatiOnal ageheies'and policy-makers. In
this situation, a number ofLeducationaragencies have initiated their
own studies to calculate- 'future needs for teachers, schools and
classrooms. Excellent work hal been done ,but opportunities have
been lbst and the results of sttch studies have not been seen in the r
con, xt of a wider social and cultural future. 0

Futures studies have: also been
,
uneven in their degree of interac-
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tion with the pulalic at large. Some have worked out their own
scenarios for the future and disseminated these through publications
or the electronic media without providing an opportunity for res-
ponse. Others have organized interactive processes where mem-

-- bers of selected groups (often the elite) or the public at large,
have been given the opportunity to express their hopes, fears and
expectations for the future. In some cases, futures materials have
been developed and used within the formal education systems.

The organizatiqns involved. in futures studies have differed
widely in their attitudes to political parties. Some have ignored
politicians and directed their efforts to the public believing' that
they° in turn will influence the politicians: 'Others have interacted
with the party in power an developy scenarios which are consist-
ent with its philosophy and priorities. A number of studies. have
identified problems which arise when futures studies attempt to
interact evenly with the full spectrum of political parties in any one
country:

It became 'apparent in the course of preparation of the country
studies that There hts.,been- very little 'inventory and evaluation and
co-ordination of futitres studiesittork's in the individual countries. In
most cases, a sufficient body of experience is in available valuable for
this type of exercise' to be carried out to advantage. In most cases,
there is one identifiable institution which can be regarded as the
'nodal institution for each country. This Meeting recommend to
Member States at such institutions be encouraged to carry out an
evaluation of their own national situation and compile an inventory
of work completed in published and unpublished form. TheT,fol-
rowing questions are suggested:-

a) What individuals and agencies' have been involved in fu-
ture's studies over the past decade?

b) Why do some futures studies achieve their goals and others
fail?

,
c) How are futures studies integrated into decision-making at

the national, sub-natiohal and local levels?

d) To wha it have futures studies created a climate of
opinion or a consciousness that encourages politicians
and voters to give priority to longer term goals?
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c) 'How can the educational process for the school population
and the community at large be improved?

f) How cal planners and decision-makers be encouraged to
enlarge their time horizon?

It is within this context that we suggest a need for case studies
which explore the ,use of futures studies in a more specific manner.
The interface studies described below are one way in which this can
be done.

Interface studies with vountry clusters

a) What interface studies are

Education is in important element in the system of interdepen-
dencies and it interacts with other sectors pOlitical, economic,
social and technological -- in the formulation of the future, It fol-
lows., from this that futures studies designed for an 'educational
perspective should firstly be rooted in holistic concerns so as to avoid
fragmented distortions; and secondly be based on in-depth analysis
of the interfaces between education and other sectors to develop
sharper sensitivities and deeper understanding of the phenomena.

Eqowing the completion of national studies on educational
and alte tive iutures which adopted a holistic approach, it wasrip

i considere a useful exercise to follow up with interface studies.
The undertaking of interface studies will, among other things; com-

'plement the national efforts, minimize generalizations and thaxi-
.mize opportunities. for in;depth study of the contribution of educa-
tion} to issues of considerable importance' in the future. Tlius a

e number of issues" in which education is a primary input were identi-
fied, these4eing: t

v .
1 11 Education.and communication 1

2: Education and employment, work and leisure

3. Education and polity ,

4. Education and technology

5. Education aticl co-operation and competition

6. Education and peace .1 V

7. Education and business interests
.8.. Edutation and ecosystems.
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Taking into consideration the national interests anheiource
constraints of the countries concerned, and tlie value of involving a
group of countries on a particular topic, four of the eight interfaces
have been selected for study. These are education and communica-
tion; education and employthent, work and leisure; education and
polity; and, education and techntilogy. lts is to be emphasized that

..
this selection does not imply that other interfaces are any less signi-
ficant. -

.

(tiThe ascriptions which follow are not meant to be a compre-
hensive reatments of the items. involved, but are example? of
particular emphasis which might be followed in specific countries,
or groups of countries.

Education and communication

The emerging, worldwide system of communication presents
educational opportunities not previously 'considered possible. The
rapid development of c4mmunication. technology print, radio,
television, computers, satellite transmission of news and informa-
tion offers a rich array of learning situations and contest. There is
some apprehension, however, that the future may become more
oppressive than the present as a result of this technological advance.
It is claimed that small groups who have the necessary skills and
equipment for the dissemination of information will be in a strategic
position to control human behaviour on a wide scale. This is not as
Orwellian as it seems. In some countries, authoritarian governments.,
prescribe limits to the amount and type Of information that can be
disseminated over the mass media. Elsewhere, newspaper publishers
concerned with .profits from advertising implicitly constrain ittPor-

`t,:tage of news and information.

There can also' be an overload of information transmitted
through the media. This may create an incapacity to absorb, select
and judge tlir messages transmitted. Or there can be deliberate
manipulation of me,ssages such that the models of,reality that people
learn from the media are either incomplete or distorted. In curri-
culum development what is omitted may be as important as what
is included. So it is with the. multi-media in our midst and the new
ones that are almost certain to emerge in the future.

On the other hand this 'rapid, globaLsystem of communication
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can enhance, accelerate and enrich. learning. It will be possible. to
listen to video-taped lectures of world scholars, to the musical,
theatrical ami dramatic compositions of great artists, to observe
experiments in microsurgery as well as space explorations. We arc
already witnessing critical, historical events all over the world
through the media, All Of these approaches can be utilized in the
school itself. At the momeht, the one disadvantage of these media is
that they are one-way; they do not allow learner/watcher reaction
or participation. But the time may not be far off when this will
also be possible.

What of the book, the tradition% . anchor of the teaching-
learning process? There is no indication that the book will.disappear
as a form of communication. It has. the advantage of allowing the
reader to pause, to reflect, .to judge. The. book can be re-read and
first judgements can be reviewed and revised. In this sense tlie book
is superior to other media, because it, allows opportunities for the
development of cognitive abilities from comprehension to evalua-
tion and synthesis.

Because the communication system is essential to learning,
education must make use of the various media wisely, maintaining
3,Adicious balance among them. Watching-ljstening cannot be
equated with learning. The development of functional literacy in
some rural areas can actually be retarded by the excessive time
devoted to listening to'the transistor radio: The educational'and
informational ,content disseminated through mass communication
is inextricably linked with educational purposes. It has become the
business of education not only to evaluate the messages transmitted
through the mass media, but also to anticipate and avoid the dangers
to freedom inherent in the communication system. This is an emerg-
ing .function of education, one that will likely extend into the
future, considering that there will surely be further advances in the
technology of communication.

To put it succinctly', those who control this technology may
eventually control the minds of men..

4

Educatipn and`' employment, work and leisure

Rapid developments in ,electronic technologies and the
widespread diffusion of these have profound implications for the
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world of paid -employment and the balance of paid employment,
unpaid work and leisure. Developing countries have long been aware
of the situation where a substantial proportion of their active labour
force is unemployed or underemployed. All of the industrialized
countries .are now facing a situation which. is similar in nature and
different only in magnitude. In the future world, less and-less time
will be required to meet production requirements, more and more
time may be given over to human interactions and personal develop-.
ment:

In this situation education must make a multiple contribution.
Firstly it must make decision-makers and citizens aware the pro-
blems that are faced in the adjustments that must be made as formal
paid employment diminishes. Futures organizations and educational
institutions must combine their efforts to equip people for the mul-
titude of personal and political decisions which must be made.
Secondly the levels of technological and scienti *f.kc education must
be extended to support an increasingly sophisticate technological
and information society. Thirdly people must be eduated to con-
tribute' effectively through the informal money economy and the
unpaid or gift economy f households and neighbourhoods. Finally
each person must be giv n the training and the opportunity to ex-
press his or her creativi y through recreation, leisure and artistic
activity. ..

4 Education and polity

In many cleJeloping societies, there a need for national
unification because such societies ace mad up of groups with rather
sharp differences in race, religion, langu e, not to mention social
class. While this plurality may be maintained, there tre issues on
which such groups should thk and act as a people, viz. national
security, defence, foreign policglobal trade policies and the search
for national, regional and intetnational peace.

Education is a means of socializing children, youth and adults
into orientations reflective of national identity which is the basis
for unification. Civic education has long been accorded an important
place in school curricula to achieve this end: citizens who understand
their history and traditions, who have pride of country and are
committed to serve their societies.
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at'ci'''' It is also important to state what is n n r\ ,led incivif educa-
tion. It does not aim towards cultural lurnogen ation; the diversity
and richness of sub-cultures that make up a nation a.re healthy. In
fact, it contributes to the uniqueness of each national society. Nor
oes such education intend .to produce obedient, unquestioning
ttitudes in its citizens. On the contrary; it seeks to-develop active

ns who can participate intelligently in national decision-making
and policy Idrmigtion.

For this purpose, a commcin language for teaching is helpful,
although it is not a necessary or sufficient condition. Perhaps what
is important is the teacher who knows ,ow to use proper curricular

'content to advantage, understands the purpose of developing a strong
sense of national identity in those who are taught, and above all,
has a deep commitment to this goal. Every member of. society is
involved in the task of nation-building.

Because almost everyone acquires at least primary education,
it is important for civic education tb begin in the initial years of
schooling so that the formation of civic attitudes, love of country,
and social commitment can have an early start: This is not to say 1

that the school is the only agency of, socialization for this purpose7r
Certainly the family, neighbourhood and community play equally
significant roles in this process. Other government agencies such as
institutes of culture, national museums, writers' and artists' asso-
ciations would all be-concerned in the formation of a strong spirit
of national unity.

The emergence of universal primary schooling makes education
a major regulator of the structure of human experience. If developing
nations arc to be transformed from being creations of colonialism to
authentic, sovereign states which can participate in the shaping of
their future, education can helprealize this by the continuous forma-
tion of a vigorous sense of national identity.

Nati6fial integration is based on an equitable .sharing between
all groups in a society. There is an equal need to develop harmonious
rclatio s with other countries, to make the nation part of the inter-
nations .community.

Education and technology

From the international perspective, it will become increasingly
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difficult to be .ge the ever-widening gap in science and technology
botOeen the advanced and developing countries. This is partly
klecause of the heackitart that industrialized nations have made
towards athertievelopment of scientific And techno.logical studies and
research. Furthermore, individuals from developing countries who
are given the opportunity to study abroad and thus familiarize

Temselves
with the workings of the Ahern systems of science and

technology and likely to beiimited in numbers,
,

Another obstacle to the development of new technologies on
their own initiative is kfi, for tarioo long,'the 2
how of developing count ies and even a developed nation like apart<.
has been imported and adapted from the, Western lindustrializcd
societies. A considerable amount of effort is therefore riciuired if
all societies artio be creative in terms of new invelions in science
an technology. .

Given'th is situation, i yis suggested that the authori4iii concern-
ed consider the functions of national institutions and tniWesities so
that they become more widely available through the country and
servas centres for the transftr of technology at the local level..

To' ameliorate the }resent situation, the folk) ing measures are
recommended for impleiyentation within the educa ion sec` or.

1. enew the curriculum at the primary, se ondary hand ter-]
tiar level so that it will promote the attain ent of objec-
tives set out for science, education and technological
studies.

..- ,

41' 2. Develop a curriculum which will take into acc1Sunt the
needs of slow learners to minimize theidifficultiesin the

. .

. A /
3. lclentifsy the gifts and talents in children either at the

elementary or secondary stage of their education so that
thes?h-vfn be- used for the benefit of the individual and,
society. '

learning process.

Implementation through APEID

One of our criticisms of east efforts in this field has been of
the failure to follow up initiatives.'Even where these have been well-
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based and c(irefully developed, to leave them as set of proposals
with no mechanism for ontinuation, has proved to bs very unsatis-
factory.

yik*

Important 'outcomes of Unesco's initiati'e in futures studies and
education have included the following:

The reviv of intyest in this area iresulting in a review of.
work ori-ipleted or currently under way; and, preeminent-
ly,

the creation, in several countries, of structures in the form
of nodal institutions for more sustained and systematic
efforts. These efforts have been spromoted within the
framework of APEID. 44

..
.

The APEID framework itself provides a useful and experienced
base for implementation, an immediate network of cerires through-
out the region, in,22 countries. The regular APEID network can pro-
vide an immediate means for collecting, developing and disseminating
information on futujes studies, can assist iii facilitating and promot-
ing the exchange of persons betWeen member countries, and can
provide information on the availability of technical services, elevant/
to such sludies. In this particular area of futures studies, the main
link'oLAPEID will be through the nodal institutions which will carry
a direTtole in the studies. The nodal institutions will be those whichv
operate g§.a central body in each participatingyriiiitry, co-ordinating
the ,contirmatien of these initiatives. The Unesco Regional Office fir
Education in Apia and thesPacific, may, through ACEID, provide a
link with other t`t\esco agencies of interest, and with other relevant
international bodies,. cilitace joint efforts by t ountries, say by
distribution of s Oial studieS among the cluster 71 countries, and
communications among the countries through publications, review of
the work at the Regional Consuttation Meetings and at other forums.

The nodal institution could well be based onAiie centres which
have commenced the future studies at the Invitation-of APEID. The
co-operation and involvement of N ational Developmen Groups.pin

to\these developments' is important and might well be be niwith the
circulation of this report. A major role within inwber countries
would be left to the nodal institutions. An early to would be 'to
create a broader consciousness about the value and prospects of
futures studies. To do so, again this repOrt might be of value. A
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further early task would be in the development of the interface
studies, the interface between education and the following areas:

-communication;

work, employment and leisure;

polity;

technology.

It would be important for the nodal institution to place these
studies in a broader setting, so that they are not single issues but
part of a total concern with the future of society. In doing so the
institutions should develop information services for this purpose and
keep alert to the possibility of new problems and initiatives, not
previously taken into account. This would require the institutions to
act as centres of fundamental reflection on the central questions
on learning and teaching, on new paradigms for futures studies. It
would alp suggest the value of developing inventories on some in-
clusive issues, education and the quality of life, peace.studies, educa-
tion and values.

An equally important role will be`to involve current organiza-
tions for -whom these studies will be a central concern. This will
include education departments and school systems, teacher educa-
tion institutions, government bodies, curriculum and research centres.
It is mirth repeating, our earlier point, that studies which do not link
With bodies responsible for the day-to-day organisation and decision-
making can have little influence on the future. Neither can studies
which ignore the responsibility of involving the groups of people
concerned in various areas, in the development of implications. This
report was sub-titled Pialogue Towards Better Future. The nature
and extent of that dialogue is importaff: involving on one hand the
range of contributing specialists needed to give a comprehensive
analysis; consulting on the other hand as widely as possible in the
general society. It wouldl be ironic 0 studies designed to increase the
power of individuals ancI societies over their own lives, should ignore
the need for genuine involvement of those people.

1
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ANNEX I

AGENDA

1. Presentation of the background of the Meeting by the Secre-
tariat.

2.. Reyiew Of the national studies.

3. Analysis of relevance of these futures studies to education:40u-
cation in an interactive relationship with futures studies.

4. EducationAinplications for:
(a) values of futures study;

role of forecastingechniques in futures study;

organizations and structures;

the curt4culuin; ,-

persigkuiel and resources.

5. Future perspectives: (a) what can we learn? (b) what will we do?

6. Closing of the Meeting and adoption of Draft Report.
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The Asian Programme of Educational Innovation for Developmpt(APEID) has as its primary gffld to contribute to the building of national
capabilitie; for undertaking educational innovations linked to the problemsof national developmetn, thereby improving the quality of life of the peoplein the Member States.

All projects and activities within the framework of APEID are designed,developed arid implemented co-opera lively by the participating MemberStates* through over one hundred national centres which they have associated
for this purpose with APEID. ,

The 24 Member States participating in APEID are Afghanistan, Australia,
Bangladesh, China; Fiji, India, Indonesia, Iran,- Japan, Lao People's Democra-
tic Republic, Malaysia, Maldives, Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, Papua NcwGuinea, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Samoa,Singapore, Socialist Republicof Viet Nam, Sri Lanka, t and d Tty.ke

Each country fia; say p a National Development Group (NDG) toidentify Gird support educational innovations for development within the
country.and facilitate exchange between countries,

The Asian Centre of Educational Innovation for Development (ACEIDf,an integral part of the tinesco 'Regional Officeilar Ethication in Asia and thePacific in Bangkok, co-ordinates the activities' ander APEID and assists the
Associated Centres 4AC) in carrying them-Out.

The eight programme areas under which the APEID activities are organ:-izee. during the third cycle (1982-1986) are:
1. Uniyersalization of education: access to education at first level by

both fornial and non-formal means;
2. Education for promotion or scientific and technological

conipetence and creativity;
3. Education and work;
4. Education and rural development;
5. Education and urban developMent;
6. Educational technology with stress on mass media and low-cost

instructional materials;

\7.Professiimal supporyervices and training of educational personnel;
8. Co-operatiye studies, reflections and research related to educatiorfil

development and future-orientations.
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